Dijk (in order of performance), were asked to compose a short opera on a South African topic. The orchestration was prescribed (most probably for practical and financial reasons) and, although GIPCA made suggestions about libretti, the composers eventually chose their own texts. The operas were directed by Marcus Desando (Hani and Tronkvoël) and Geoffrey Hyland (Saartjie, Words from a Broken String and Out of Time). The first and last operas of the evening dealt with the South Africa of today, whereas the themes of the middle three operas refer to our past.
Sublimation, with its evocative music, two sisters and the little boy of one of them gather flowers on the shore of a lake. The mother is haunted by traumatic memories from her past, but the nature of the eventual sublimation is left to the audience to interpret.
Bongani Ndodana-Breen's Hani, the first South African opera on the programme, takes the assassination of Chris Hani on 10 April 1993 as its point of departure to ask questions about post-apartheid South Africa. The first scene shows the character of The Librettist, Mfundi Vundla, in his study in the middle of the night, remembering his personal meeting with Hani during his exile in Los Angeles. For many people, Tshonyane (as Hani is most often referred to in the opera) represents the voice of ordinary people -'he was not self-centred, big headed and elitist. He was not preoccupied with material things' (Vavi 2010) . According to The Librettist's monologue, the text that he is writing 'calls upon the spirit of Chris Hani to help us navigate in this new South Africa' (Rutter 2010) . Ndodana-Breen feels it is important to 'speak to the events of our time and in a language (text and music) that reaches out to the majority of our fellow citizens'. To reach this objective, he uses the indigenous music language that he is most familiar with: 'I am Xhosa, I was born that way and that is something that I cannot help in my music. It comes out [...] the music and harmonies of our people, our modes and rhythms, our harmonic language, how we use music and dance in our daily lives ' (2010) .
In the opera Hani static bands of sound (bars 12-32 in crotchets, 66-84 and 103-119 in quavers, etc.) are initially based on the synchronic or asynchronic combination of a repeated three-note pattern, which is first heard as an isolated angular motive in bar 4 (crotchets D, G, A played by the viola). The range of the band of sound, played by the flute, clarinet and marimbas, becomes wider and the inner angularity is heightened when, marked 'as if in a dream', it issues in the characteristic call of the Soothsayer ('Come back! We say come back Tshonyane'). It is not possible to do justice to five operas within the limited scope of a review. Therefore, I have chosen to comment on those musical events which struck me on first hearing when I attended the performance. The accompaniment is omitted in the music examples, with the exception of Example 3.2, which has no accompaniment.
Re-enacting an ancient ritual in which the corpses of ancestors are removed from their tombs to become guests of honour at a party expresses the belief that keeping the ancestors happy means that they 'will intervene positively in the earthly life of the family'. 5 After the exhumation ceremony has begun, and the people ask 'Chris Hani! Permit us to exhume you!', the isolated G, F ('Zitsho') in the middle of the phrase completes the pentatonic scale which is suggested by the four-part singing of the people Example 2: Hani, bars [260] [261] [262] [263] Soothsayer, choir) The opera finally climaxes when in the final 21 bars of the opera the choir and soloists singing 'Zitsho izinyanya' ('We told you Ancestor') is accompanied by a static band of sound, only interrupted by the choir singing an abbreviated version of the Soothsayer's call (Example 1.1) in bars 268-270.
A pentatonic effect has been suggested from the beginning of the opera when the altos open with an isolated ascending whole tone in bar 6 ('Wena', 'You') and 'Buya! Sithi buya Tshonyane', 'Come back! We say come back Tshonyane', (Example 1.1) is set in a pentatonic environment. The exception is E ♭ (against 'Ha-' of 'Chris Hani' in bar 88), which also creates an ascending whole tone at the closing of the phrase, linking with the questioning effect of the isolated 'Wena' at the beginning of the opera.
Appearing just before the general pause, 17 bars before the end, the words 'Chris Hani' are left out and the phrase becomes fully pentatonic, referring only to Tshonyane and ending with a falling minor third against 'Buya!' ('Come back!'), as if lamenting his absence.
The 'hole in the nation's bucket' (choir bar 98, also bars 189 and 249) signifies the need for a strong political leader such as Chris Hani. Vundla explains that the libretto asks Hani to plug the hole in the nation's bucket because '[t] here are some citizens who are very concerned about the moral compass of this country -how we treat 5
Unless stated otherwise, all quotations are from the programme notes (2010).
foreigners and women, the corruption in our society' (Rutter 2010 The opera focuses on the night that Saartjie died in Paris, New Year's Eve 1815.
Famous as the 'Hottentot Venus', she returns exhausted from one of her exhibitions and vows not to let her manager, Reaux, force her to continue exhibiting herself.
Remembering an Afrikaans song reminds her of her Cape lover, Daniel, with whom she had a child, Elsie. After becoming confused on hearing 'La Marseillaise', she is upset when hearing the crowd outside singing a ribald song about her. In a daze she hums the Nguni lullaby which she used to sing to Elsie. Hearing the cannons at midnight, she tries to find solace in a Khoi prayer remembered from her childhood, while for her the cannons become the thunder and the distant fireworks the stars of Africa. She dies hearing her ancestors calling her to come home.
As Saartjie is the only character in the opera, the drama is of a psychological nature. Three existing songs, which represent three different times and places in her life, plot out the course of this drama. These songs refer to her past, present and future, beginning with the nostalgic Afrikaans song, 'Al lê die berge nog so blou'. This song is not only a tribute to the wonderful times she had spent with Daniel, her Bavarian 'drummerboy' in Cape Town, it can also refer to the blue Kouga mountains where she lullaby, 'Thula', not only symbolises an imminent return to her indigenous African roots, but also to a spiritual home of eternal peace.
Following this line of development helps to make sense of the apparently surreal music with which the opera opens. Hearing the unsettling abrupt musical gestures, the jagged melodic motives, the complex vertical structures, and later on the highly active and dense accompaniment textures and the unsettling trills, one wonders what this has to do with a seemingly simple woman from the Eastern Cape. However, this complexity makes sense when eventually the lullaby is heard at the end -the elegance of its melodic contours and the openness of the quartal structures of the accompaniment symbolising a point of arrival, a point of rest.
Although the opening orchestral material reappears unvaried later in the opera (starting at bars 51 and 408), in Saartjie's 'voice' the physiognomy of the opening motive varies from jaggedness to a more lyrical expression, depending on her mood, mellowing towards the end of the opera. Only a few examples are mentioned here.
After its introduction, the jagged motive (which consists of a semitone plus a minor sixth) appears transposed in every bar until bar 19, with the exception of bars 9 and 14 (Example 2.1). When she addresses the crowd of revellers, discarding her cloak ('To you I am no more than this', that is, the Hottentot Venus), the large segment shrinks to a perfect fifth in bar 223 (E, F, C against 'I am no'). The original motive reappears when she refers to her reputation, but now rhythmically augmented in bars 239-242 (Example 2.2). When she asks of Elsie: 'Will I cradle you again…?', the motive becomes lyrical, accompanied by gently rocking quartal constructions, before she sings the lullaby (Example 2.3). In this example the parts for flute and oboe have been written an octave lower and the parts for bassoon and violoncello an octave higher. The score is presented here in a condensed format. The end of Saartjie's inner journey is reflected in a more coherent lyrical expression, devoid of the jagged motive, its large segment only appearing as an expressive final gesture, and the approaching semitone, now from above, is contained within the leap, when she sings with 'The Voices of the Ancients' that 'I have come home!'
When the audience returns after interval for the remaining operas, they see Open fifths, suggesting emptiness, are a prominent feature throughout the opera.
At the beginning of the opera the parallel fifths played by the cellos and double basses create a gentle rocking movement. The pentatonic effect of the layered entries of the upper strings eventually appears in the descending melodic contours of the Swartman's part ('Yithi cwaka ntlizio yam', 'Be quiet my heart'), his aria being repeated in Scene 7.
In the agitated second scene the parallel perfect fifths become jerky and jagged.
Boerseun, the warden, shouts 'Pluk sy benerige vlerke af' ('Pluck his bony wings'), referring to Breytenbach's metaphor -a chicken has wings but cannot fly (Watt 2010a ).
The next scene describes how he stares at the wall for hours, gradually becoming more In the first interview after his release in 1982, Breytenbach said:
There are scenes I shall never forget. In the little yard where I took the air, only 15 by 20 feet, a tomato-plant was growing. I cherished that plant as if it were a child. Once after a white man had been hanged there in the morning early (I could sometimes communicate with my fellow-prisoners by shouting) the guard who had just attended the execution plucked a deep red tomato for himself and for me. Together we ate the cold dewy-fresh fruit. The warm corpse was still lying within reach. It was as if I were eating that heavenly fruit on behalf of the dead man. (Roux 2010) After the appearance of Yolanda as a phantom on an elevated platform (Scene 8), the prisoners join the soloists when repeating 'Senzeni na?' ('What have we done [to deserve this]?') through the whole final scene. Each of the following scenes also presents a new theme. In the scene described as 'Greenophobia', the xenophobia is aimed at the Greenies. When bystanders intimidate Tata and Beauty, the prominence of major thirds and diminished fifths in the vocal lines creates an initial whole-tone field, which corresponds with the whole-tone chord at the beginning of the opera. Vox describes his birth in the taxi in the scene entitled 'Nativity Street (The Miracle)', while Gaartjie calls out in desperation 'Great! A mid-wife crisis!' Vox's birth is celebrated by two birds singing coloratura arias in Baroque style while, according to the instructions in the score, his father shows 'signs of anxiety as the birds become more frenetic'. In Scene 6 ('Fast Talk and Laughing Stop (Fable)') Tata proclaims: 'And God took pity on the people, saying: "I shall take the precious gift of language from the animals and give it to you. And I shall give you dominion over the earth and give you a soul -and a conscience"'. The character Politpurple latches onto the idea of 'dominion' and Politgray wonders 'Can one sell a soul -or a conscience?' The chorus of opportunists shouts 'Mine! Mine! Mine!', while desperately wrestling over imaginary objects. After trying to convince the electorate to vote for them, stressing the fact that numbers count, the Polits suddenly realise that they have a common purpose, namely to cleanse the country of the Greens. The contour of previous triadic thematic structures now changes from descending to ascending when the Polits count votes or money, 1-3-5-9 and 2-4-6-10 melodically represented, for example, by C-E-G-D and D-F-A-E respectively.
In the penultimate scene Tata shaves himself with an old-fashioned razor, while
Beauty sings an Arietta, lamenting 'How could I know it would end this way? Words were the razor that cut you so deep'.
Example 12: Out of Time, Scene 7 (Peek-a-Boo), bars 558-565
The birds' whole-tone music returns creating, according to the score, 'an everincreasing cacophony of off-stage bird-calls'. Tata deliberately cuts his throat and the stage is lit by the glow of burning cars and shacks. In the final scene ('Terminus') the baby on Beauty's back is shot when an angry mob attacks the Greens. The descending contour of a horizontalised A minor triad features prominently when the Greens shout 'Hell is upon us' and two falling fifths, E-A and C-F, the outlines of the triadic melodic formations of Gaartjie's song in Scene 2, accompany 'raping, shooting'.
Coherence is created not only by means of pitch structures but also by extramusical references. For example, the music of the birds creates a line of development in the opera, culminating in Tata's psychological breakdown. If the taxi ride is regarded as more than just a theatrical journey, it could also signify abstract ideas. Firstly, travellers as a group can represent the electorate following populist political leaders in a 'sheeplike' fashion. Secondly, the hectic rushing around, accompanied by the repeated 'Do you know where you are going to?' could be regarded as a comment on modern life, and thirdly, the permanent moving from point to point could also symbolise the shifts between the commentary of the narrator (Vox) and what actually happens on stage, blurring the boundaries between past and present.
By staging five contemporary operas on contentious, relevant topics and doing so in an accessible musical language, the Five:20 project has filled a niche in the cultural life of this country. And it has done so with authority and conviction, demonstrating a high level of musical craftmanship. However, a number of questions may well be asked: Why all these dark themes? Are there no lighter moments in the lives of South Africans? But, on the other hand, we could also ask: should artists only entertain the public or should they also reflect broader social issues? By holding up a mirror, they show us: This is you/us. The metaphor of the mirror appears in the answer to the Greens' question in Out of Time: 'Why do you persecute us?', to which the mob responds: 'You are our mirror, our fearful mirror. You must die lest we see ourselves in you'. These operas also show us various kinds of fences, bars and barriers, physical and psychological. Listening and understanding their messages could help to break down these obstructions to stimulate new ways of thinking and new ways of doing.
